
On 09/11/2002, 
	 was interviewed at 

Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, by Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and SA 

Naval Criminal Investigative  Service (NCIS). 
nglish translation was provided by 
voluntarily provided the following information: 

appeared to be in good physical condition and 
advised interviewing agents of same. 

ion. I 

 

(was  advised of the importance of his continued 
cooperation.    'stated that he has experi e rri f"nnt- infl  d 
interviews and promises while being incarcerated. I 	  

i  

questioned  why he has  been treated like a criminal and claims to be 
innocent. ( 	 (requested to speak with 
delegation. 

I 	 (was asked about: his egress from Afghanistan. 

Ipoint oz contact in Karachi, Pakistan. I  
(advised that First Name Unknown  (FNU)I 	Iwas his  

was the  facilitator for travel to respect  VP rnuntrieci furl  
and several other Arabs staying a 
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( 5 ) 

At this point in the interview, 	 stated that 
information about his travel to Afgha istan in plevious 	 all 	 bl 

bl 
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n rv'ews with U.S. authorities was coerced and fabricated. I1 b6 -3,4  

claimed that Pakistani authorit'ea  threatened him wit  
b7C -3,4 

1 	a mitted to attending 
claimed  that the Pa ISUdill 

id hE 	
ci111-1101.11-1. 	pLomi J  lib7D -1 
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When presented with details he provided to integlwers 
on prior occasions,) 	lcontinually  denied attending the 

(insisted that his previous 
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statements were lies. I 	 stated now that the 
Department of Justice is interviewing nim, e wants to tell the 
truth and said he had been lying during previous interviews. 

I I was  asked if he would submit to a polygraph 
examination. 1  

	

Ihas heard of but ' 	a iliar with the 
polygraph test. Linguist  

	

provided 	 with a 
thorough explanation of t1;;;;;;laph test an ow it is conducted. 

questioned the types of questions that would be asked 
an e ieves he could be tricked and be evaluated as deceptive. 	

b6 -2, 3 , 

Initially, 	 agreed to take the polygraph examination, 	b7C -2,3 

however, even 	 d that taking the test would be against 	b7D -1 

his religion. 	 attempted to place conditions  on when  and 
where the test wou 	ministered. Subsequently, 	 Iwas 

b7F -1 

advised that he is in no position to place conditions on the test 
and passing the polygraph  test is the only way to prove 
credibility. 1 	 Iwas given a few days to think it over. 
The interview was terminated. 
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